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STATEMENT OF NEED 
AND REASONABLENESS 

Minnesota Statutes, Section 658 . 15, subd. l was amended by 
Chapter 337 of the 1987 Session Laws to prohibit attributing the 
driving record of a member of an insured's household to that 
insureds experience for purposes of cancellation or reduction if 
the other operator is a named insured in another automobile 
insurance policy . Minnesota Rules Part 2770.8000 subpart 2 
permits the use of the driving record of the household member of 
the insured who is a named insured in another policy to be used 
against the insured for purposes of non r enewal. Accordingly the 
rule is required to be changed to conform with the statutory 
change. The changes proposed by the department are only for the 
purpose of conforming with the statute and no other change in 
the rules is being made. 

Minnesota Statute , Section 658.17 , subpart 2 provides rulemaking 
authority to the commissioner to adbpt rules for non r enewal of 
automobile insurance policies. In addition Minnesota Statutes , 
section 45.03 provides the commissioner With the authority to 
adopt rules where necessary for the proper discharge of the 
commissioners dutie s . 

These amendments are necessary to conform the rules to the 
statute as amended by the 1987 Legislature. 

Small Business Consideration 

Minnesota Statutes , section 14 . 115 requires that certain 
considerations be made in regard to the rulemaking process as to 
the effect of the rules upon small businesses and any 
mitigating factors that may be applied to the application of 
these rules in regard to small business . In the present 
instance although the department has little choice but to 
conform to the rules in the exact manner as the statute indi c ates, 
the department did consider the impact of the rules on small 
business as charged by section 14.115. 

As is the case With most rules governing the conduct of 
insurance companies, t he intent is to benef i t the policyholder. 
Every insurer , no matter if they qualify as a small business o r 
not, must be subjec t to the same requirements or the group 
intended to be protected, the policyholders , would find that 
they have less rights if they deal with an insurer that qualfies 
a s a small business then if they are dealing with a company t hat 
d i d not . While this may result in a lesser burden upon 
insurers that qualify as small businesses , it would defeat the 
purpose of protection of the policyholder. It might also have a 
negative effect upon insurance companies that qualify as small 
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businesses in that their policyholders would perceive that they 
have less protection than if they purchase their insurance from 
a non small business insurance company. The result of reducing 
the r equirements would be loss of business rather than a 
r eduction in regulatory burden fo r insurers that are small 
business . 

In promul gating these rules all of the considerations required 
by Minnesota Statute section 14.115 were addressed . In regard 
to the considerations required by subpart 2, item A, the 
es t ablishment of less st r ingent compliance on reporting 
requirements for small businesses , since the only compliance is with 
the statuto ry mandate it would be beyond the department's 
authority to reduce the requirement that the statute imposes. 
As there are no reporting requirements there would be no need 
for reduction in the same . 

As to item B of subpart 2, since there are no schedules or 
dead l ines for compliance or reporting this particular provision 
would not be applicable to this set of rules. 

As to item C, consolidation o~ simplification of compliance 
requirements would not be feasible given the nature of the 
particular rule and the change in statuto r y requirements . As 
there are no reporting requirements that provision would not be 
applicable. 

Item D would not be applicable given the nature of this 
particular rule. 

Item E would not be appropriate for the reasons cited above in 
that it would take away the protection to policyholders that the 
statute in tended to give them. In addition the department does 
not believe it has the authority to make such an exemption . The 
small businesses that are probably most affected by these rules 
are not insurers but rather the small businesses that will gain 
some protection and rights that they did not have before . To 
give any insura nce company an exemption from the rules would be 
to reduce the rights of the small ·busi nesses that are 
policyholders . The department concluded that the intent of the 
statute was the protection of policyholders , small business or 
not and therefore all insu rers, be they small or large must meet 
the same standards to insure equal protection to all of thei r 
policyholders. 

Because of the nat ure of the amendments of the r ules , namely to 
conform to the statuto ry mandate , no participation by sma ll 
businesses was invol ve d. 




